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Influence of multielectron excitations on the O 1s photoionization in CO2

K. Maier, A. Kivimäki,* B. Kempgens, U. Hergenhahn, M. Neeb,† A. Rüdel, M. N. Piancastelli,‡ and A. M. Bradshaw
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, 14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 31 March 1998!

High-resolution O 1s photoelectron spectra of the CO2 molecule have been measured in the region of the
resonant features above the OK edge. The cross sections and asymmetry parameters were determined for the
vibrational components of the O 1s photoelectron line. The vibrational fine structure is completely dominated
by the antisymmetric stretching mode, which arises due to vibronic coupling. The O 1s line is accompanied by
a rich satellite structure. Auger electron spectra have been measured at the energies of the continuum reso-
nances and used as an indirect probe for multielectron excitations. The shoulder on the low-energy side of the
4su shape resonance is due to double excitations that decay via spectator processes.@S1050-2947~98!02111-8#

PACS number~s!: 33.80.Eh, 33.60.Fy
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shape resonances and multielectron excitations o
dominate the x-ray absorption cross sections of small m
ecules in the threshold region for core-level photoionizati
Shape resonances are essentially one-electron processe
can be regarded either as due to the trapping of the em
photoelectron by a potential barrier@1# or, in an alternative
description, as due to transitions into virtual, antibond
molecular orbitals in the continuum@2#. Double excitations,
on the other hand, consist of simultaneous transitions fro
core level and a valence level into unoccupied orbitals. T
influence of shape resonances and multielectron excitat
on C 1s partial cross sections, vibrational branching rati
andb parameters have already been studied for several m
ecules; see, e.g.,@3–14#. In this photon energy region so
x-ray undulators and grazing incidence monochromators
now able to provide the high flux and resolution that a
essential for shape resonance studies in individual vibratio
channels. At the oxygen edge the situation is differe
Firstly, the lifetime of the oxygen core hole~binding energy
;540 eV) is even shorter than that of carbon~binding en-
ergy ;300 eV), making it more difficult to observe vibra
tional spacings. Secondly, the energy resolution and pho
flux from typical monochromators normally decrease w
increasing photon energy. However, the recent change
grating of the grazing-incidence monochromator on the X
beam line at the NSLS, Brookhaven National Laborato
has sufficiently improved its performance that vibration
resolution is now possible in O 1s photoelectron spectros
copy of small molecules@15#.

In a first approximation, only totally symmetric vibra
tional modes are expected to appear in the photoelec
spectrum of a molecule. This is due to the Bor
Oppenheimer approximation, in which the total wave fun
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tion is separated into its electronic and vibrational parts, a
the resulting Franck-Condon principle. For polyatomic m
ecules with high symmetry, however, the problem may
different. Although the extent of the interaction betwe
equivalent core orbitals may be almost negligible, the c
molecular orbitals are actually nondegenerate. These e
tronic states, which may be separated in energy by on
few meV, can couple through the movement of the nuc
This phenomenon is termed vibronic coupling and can
duce the excitation of nontotally symmetric modes, as w
predicted by Domcke and Cederbaum@16#. Specifically, they
treated O 1s ionization in the CO2 molecule and calculated
that the antisymmetric stretch mode would dominate the
1s vibrational fine structure at the expense of the symme
stretch. This prediction has only recently been confirmed
experiment@15#; the measurements actually showed no in
cation of the totally symmetric mode. In the present paper
report further details of the O 1s ionization in CO2. Particu-
larly interesting is the extent to which the continuum res
nances present in the absorption spectrum affect the c
section and angular distribution of the vibrational fine stru
ture on the O 1s photoelectron line.

The first angle-resolved O 1s photoelectron studies o
CO2 in the near edge region were performed by Schmidba
et al. @17#. Both the O 1s cross section and the asymmet
parameter were found to be influenced by double excitati
and the shape resonance. The analysis, however, was h
capped by the moderate photon energy resolution, which
about 1 eV at the oxygen edge. Our angle-resolved meas
ments yield the spectroscopic constants of the O 1s21 state
in CO2 as well as the partial photoionization cross sectio
and asymmetry parametersb of the individual vibrational
lines. Additionally, by scaling to the absolute absorpti
cross section~see Fig. 1! @18#, the partial photoionization
cross sections can be given in absolute units~Mb!.

Core-level ionization is often accompanied by valen
level ~Val! excitations, which result in so-called shake-u
satellite lines on the high-binding-energy side of the sin
hole line. These correspond to ionic configurations of
type 1s21 Val21 Val. Shake-off states corresponding
1s21 Val21 are also possible although normally the thres
old energy for these double ionization processes is
readily visible in the photoelectron spectrum. Our previo
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PRA 58 3655INFLUENCE OF MULTIELECTRON EXCITATIONS ON . . .
work on CO and C2H2 @6,12# has shown that conjugate pro
cesses can also occur in the near-threshold region and le
conjugate satellites as well as to a conjugate contributio
normal satellites. We have therefore also measured the Os
satellite spectrum of CO2 as a function of photon energy.

Core-excited states of first-row molecules decay alm
exclusively via electron emission, so that any differences
their electronic configuration should be reflected in the c
responding Auger spectra. Above threshold, electronic de
from the core-ionized 1s21 single hole state accounts fo
most Auger features. Additional contributions appear, ho
ever, when the simultaneous excitation or ejection of a
lence electron~double excitation and shake-up, respective!
become energetically possible. Extra resonant decay fea
have indeed been observed for the core-hole doubly exc
states and for shake-up satellites of N2 @19,20#. In contrast,
the shape resonance was not found to create any addit
features in the N2 decay spectrum. We therefore also pres
in this paper Auger decay spectra of CO2 measured over the
resonances at a number of photon energies and show in
ticular that the 555-eV continuum resonance has to be
signed to core-hole double excitations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

High-resolution O 1s photoelectron and Auger spectra
CO2 were measured on the undulator beamline X1B at
National Synchrotron Light Source~NSLS!. A new holo-
graphically manufactured laminar grating~800 lines/mm!
has been installed in the spherical grating monochrom
~SGM! and been found to improve significantly the phot
flux and energy resolution at the oxygen edge. The kin
energies of the emitted electrons were determined wit
magic-angle cylindrical mirror analyzer~CMA!, along the
axis of which the photon beam reaches the target region.
electrons collected are those emitted in the reverse direc
to the incoming beam at the magic angle. The electron sp
trometer has a circular microchannel plate detector, whic
divided into eight segments each spanning 45°. The e
simultaneously measured spectra thus monitor electron
different emission angles relative to the electric field vec
of the incoming beam and can be used to determine
asymmetry parameterb of the photoelectron lines, when th
degree of linear polarization of the exciting radiation
known. Applying the general cross-section formula of Hua
@21# to our specific measuring geometry@22# and integrating
over the horizontal and vertical segments, we obtain for

FIG. 1. Photoabsorption spectrum of the CO2 molecule at the O
K edge after Kempgenset al. @18#.
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product of the asymmetry parameterb and the degree o
polarizationP:

bP5
p

A2

I 12I 31I 52I 7

I 11I 31I 51I 7
. ~1!

P is the Stokes parameter resulting from the normalized
ference in light intensity polarized parallel and perpendicu
to the horizontal.I i are the integrated intensities of a spect
feature measured on segmenti . Segments 1 and 5 are sym
metric about the horizontal, 3 and 7 about the vertical.P was
determined to be;0.83 by measuring the Ne 2s photoelec-
tron line, whoseb value is known to be 2. The beamline ha
been described in detail previously@23#.

Vibrationally resolved O 1s photoelectron spectra wer
measured with the entrance and exit slit of the SGM set t
mm ~equivalent to a photon bandwidth of about 100 me!
and pass energy of the CMA set to 15 eV~equivalent to a
kinetic energy resolution of about 110 meV!. Thus, a total
energy resolution of about 150 meV was achieved. For
measurement of the shake-up satellites, which occur ov
wider energy window, the flux of the incident radiation ha
to be increased. The entrance and exit slits of the SGM w
therefore set to 40mm and 30mm, respectively. The tota
energy resolution in this case was about 330 meV. The
ger decay spectra were measured with a photon bandwid
0.7 eV on the continuum resonances between 550 and
eV. They were measured with an 80 eV CMA pass ener
which corresponds to an electron kinetic energy resolution
0.6–0.7 eV. The photon energy scale was calibrated us
results from electron energy loss spectroscopy~EELS! mea-
surements@24#. All photoelectron spectra were normalized
the incident photon flux by alternate measurements of the
2p spectrum at each photon energy.

III. VIBRATIONAL FINE STRUCTURE
ON THE O 1s LINE

The O 1s photoelectron main line of CO2 measured at a
photon energy ofhn5558.6 eV is shown in Fig. 2. At leas
three distinct components of the vibrational fine structure

FIG. 2. Vibrationally resolved O 1s photoelectron spectrum o
CO2 measured at a photon energyhn5558.6 eV. The result of a
least-squares fit is shown: the individual lines of the vibrational fi
structure after convolution with the instrument profiles give the f
line through the data points.
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3656 PRA 58K. MAIER et al.
visible. The spectrum has been fitted using a nonlinear le
squares algorithm resulting in the full line. The fit is a co
volution of an experimentally determined CMA profile, th
monochromator profile modeled by a Gaussian shape and
intrinsic line shapes~see, e.g., Ref.@6# for further details!.
The latter ~dashed lines! are strongly asymmetric toward
lower electron kinetic energy due to postcollision interact
~PCI! between the slow outgoing photoelectron and the s
sequently emitted Auger electron. In the threshold region
PCI effect strongly changes the line shape as a function
photon energy so that several spectra have been fitted si
taneously in order to determine reliably the lifetime broa
ening and the vibrational spacing. CO2 possesses four nor
mal vibrational modes: the totally symmetric stretchi
moden1 of sg symmetry, the antisymmetric stretching mo

FIG. 3. ~a! The O 1s partial photoionization cross sections fo
the vibrational channelsn850,1,2 showing the 4su* resonance
around 560 eV.~b! The corresponding asymmetry parameterb also
shows the influence of the shape resonance and the multiele
excitations.
st-
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e
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-

n3 of su symmetry, and two degenerate bending modesn2 of
pu symmetry. From the fit of the photoelectron spectru
with a single progression a vibrational energy of 3
63 meV is obtained. In the molecular ground staten1 (sg)
and n2 (pu) have lower vibrational energies: 165 and 8
meV, respectively@25#. On the other hand, the ground-sta
frequency ofn3 is 291 meV. In keeping with the observatio
that vibrational energies only change marginally upon c
ionization we attribute the vibrational fine structure of the
1s line to the antisymmetric stretching mode.Ab initio cal-
culations within the Hartree-Fock formalism for the O 1s21

state of CO2 give a similar vibrational energy for the ant
symmetric stretch@26#. The fit thus indicates that the excita
tion of the antisymmetric stretching mode totally dominat
In fact, attempts to fit with a second vibrational progress
with an energy similar to that of the symmetric stretch in t
neutral ground state show that such a contribution canno
greater than a few percent. The 20 year old predictions
Domcke and Cederbaum@16# are thus confirmed, althoug
their calculations at the time suggested a stronger contr
tion from the symmetric stretch. The lifetime broadening
the O 1s core hole, as extracted from the fit, is 16
610 meV. A more detailed account of the analysis of the
1s vibrational structure can be found in@15#.

IV. SINGLE HOLE PHOTOIONIZATION CROSS-
SECTION AND ASYMMETRY PARAMETER

Figures 3 and 4 show the partial photoionization cro
sections for the vibrational substates corresponding to
fine structure on the O 1s main line~open squares, triangles
and diamonds! as well as their sum, i.e., the total O 1s main
line or single hole cross section~connected filled circles!.
Another single hole data set obtained from lower resolut
measurements is depicted with open circles~Fig. 4!. The
summed intensity of the O 1s main line and of the shake-u
satellites is also shown~connected crossed squares!. The lat-
ter has been scaled athn5560 eV to the photoabsorptio
curve @18# from which the extrapolated contributions of th
valence level and C 1s photoionization have been subtracte
In the earlier measurements of Schmidbaueret al. @17# the
vibrational fine structure on the single hole line could not
resolved. For comparison, their results have been rescale
the photoabsorption cross section~dots in Fig. 4!. The statis-

on

FIG. 4. O 1s single hole cross section for CO2 . The full line
shows the photoabsorption cross section after subtraction of an
trapolated smooth contribution from the valence and C 1s absorp-
tion.
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PRA 58 3657INFLUENCE OF MULTIELECTRON EXCITATIONS ON . . .
tical error on the intensity of the O 1s photoelectron line in
the present data is about 2%. Normalization errors due
fluctuations in incident photon flux are significantly high
for high-resolution measurements at the oxygen edge tha
the carbon edge because smaller slit widths are neede
achieve vibrational resolution. This increases the coun
time, in particular for the Ne 2p measurements. Normaliza
tion errors comprise the largest contribution to the total er
and are estimated to be about 8%. The photoabsorption c
section itself is thought to be accurate to be within 2%. A
ditionally, the scaling to the O 1s plus shake-up intensity
introduces a further possible error of;3%. Taken together
the maximum total error in the absolute photoionizati
cross section is therefore about 15% for photon ener
higher than 550 eV.

Theory predicts two shape resonances@27# for O 1s ex-
citation in CO2, whereas at the C 1s edge only one is ex-
pected. This can be understood in terms of dipole selec
rules: if the shape resonances are regarded as the virtualsg*
and 4su* molecular orbitals, then the transition into both
allowed for the O 1s sg andsu core molecular orbitals. Fo
the C 1s core orbital ofsg symmetry only the transition into
the 4su orbital is allowed. The component in the fine stru
ture ~Fig. 2! corresponding to the vibrational ground state
the O 1s21 ion is the strongest and shows the resona
around 560 eV~Fig. 3!, as in the absorption curve and th
single hole cross section. We assign this feature to the 4su*
resonance.~In the C 1s data of Schmidbaueret al. @17# the
4su* resonance occurs at an energy of 13.5 eV relative
threshold compared to 19.2 eV in the present O 1s data.! It is
also observed in then851 and 2 vibrational components bu
in contrast to the results for the shape resonance in N2 @10#
and CO (C 1s) @4#, appears to remain at constant energy.
these molecules the 1s cross sections of the different vibra
tional substates have maxima at different photon energ
indicating non-Franck-Condon behavior. In valence le
photoelectron spectroscopy similar observations have b
made: the shape resonance associated with the direct io
tion of the 3sg level in N2 shows strong non-Franck-Condo
behavior, whereas there is no significant enhancemen
higher vibrations in the 4sg partial cross section of CO2 in
the resonance region@28#. There is possibly a slow increas
in the single hole cross section from 547 eV down towa
threshold~Fig. 3!, which may be due to the 5sg* shape reso-
nance. According to theory the latter is expected at 542
just above the O 1s threshold@27#.

The major difference between the absorption curve
the O 1s partial cross section~below 552 eV the single hole
cross section! in Fig. 4 is the shoulder on the shape res
nance at about 554 eV. Since it is not present in the Os
partial cross section, it has to be explained in terms of m
tielectron excitations that do not autoionize into the sin
hole state, but rather decay directly via spectator proces
The additional decay structures appearing in the Auger s
trum at these excitation energies are discussed in Sec
The recent symmetry-resolved ion yield spectrum of CO2 by
Watanabeet al. @29# shows a resonance at 554 eV in thes
→p channel, indicating double excitations to final states
p symmetry. Sto¨hr @30# has argued that the shoulder
;554 eV might in fact be the 4su* resonance. In the light o
to
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the present results this is very unlikely and demonstrates
problems of identifying shape resonances on the basis
absorption spectra rather than the corresponding single
cross sections. In addition to double electron excitations
thresholds for satellite excitations also occur in this regi
the shake-up satellites account largely for the difference
the single hole cross section and the absorption curve. In
region around 552 eV the first shake-up satellites app
their intensity increases strongly with photon energy, ev
tually reaching about 30% of the main line. Moreover, t
threshold behavior of the satellites~see below! also exagger-
ates the contribution of the shape resonance to the absor
cross section. Above 565 eV shake-off processes also oc
leading directly to 1s21 Val21 double hole states, althoug
this is not apparent in Fig. 3.

Similar to the cross sections, the asymmetry parame
b, for the n850 andn851 states shows a strong perturb
tion in the region of the multielectron excitations and t
shape resonance athn5560 eV. Strong oscillations, as ar
found around the multielectron excitations and the sh
resonances in CO and N2, do not occur. On the other hand
there is a smooth variation of the asymmetry paramet
which might be explained by many double excitations th
cannot be resolved. From the onset of the shape resonan
aroundhn5560 eV theb values ~of both n850 and n8
51) start to increase steadily, reaching a value of about
at hn5570 eV.

V. SATELLITES

Figure 5 shows wide energy window O 1s spectra at pho-
ton energies ofhn5559 eV andhn5598 eV, illustrating
the rich satellite structure. PeaksS1–S9 are known from the
Mg Ka data of Allanet al. @31# corresponding to the sudde
limit. The prominent satellite linesS1 , S3 , S4 , S6 , S8 , and
S9 are well resolved, but there appears to be further un

FIG. 5. O 1s shake-up satellite spectra of CO2 measured at
hn5559 eV andhn5598 eV.
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TABLE I. Summary of the core level shake-up data for CO2 O 1s at hn5598 eV compared to the dat
of Allan et al. obtained with MgKa radiation. Relative intensities are estimated to be accurate to615% in
this paper and620% in Allan et al. @31#.

Satellite Shake-up energy~eV! Relative intensity~%! Shake-up energy~eV! Relative intensity~%!

~see Fig. 5! this paper Allanet al. @31#

hn5598 eV hn51253.6 eV

S0 8.560.2 0.8

S1 11.560.2 1.4 11.560.2 0.9

S2 12.460.2 0.7 12.760.2 1.4

S3 13.860.1 4.9 13.860.2 3.6

S4 16.260.1 4.3 16.160.2 5.8

S5 , S6 17.960.2 3.1

S7 20.360.5 2.3 19.960.2 2.8

S8 22.060.2 1.0

S9 24.960.2 0.9 22.360.4 0.260.1
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solved lines contributing to the broad structures. In Tab
the shake-up energies of prominent satellite structures
their intensities from our measurement athn5598 eV are
compared with data from Allanet al. @31#. The binding en-
ergies and the intensities were determined using a line pr
analysis in which the individual satellite bands were d
scribed by asymmetric Gaussians. An extrapolated secon
electron background formed part of this fitting procedure,
shown in Fig. 5.

In general, the near-threshold region is characterized b
satellite behavior where the conjugate component of the t
sition moment becomes important, causing the conjug
contribution to normal satellites to become stronger, or e
new, conjugate satellites to appear. The latter are forbid
in the sudden limit. A conjugate state results from a dip
transition of a core electron into a valence state accompa
by a monopole excitation of a valence electron into the c
tinuum. Figure 6 shows the cross sections of the satelliteS3
andS4 as well as those of satellitesS1 andS2 . TheS1 andS2
lines could not be separated, so that the added contributio
shown. While the cross section of satellitesS3 andS4 stays

FIG. 6. Cross section of the shake-up satellitesS3 , S4 and that
of the satellitesS1 andS2 ~together! in the threshold region. For the
labeling of the satellites, see Table I.S3 andS4 are clearly normal
shake-up satellites, whereasS1 andS2 show a conjugate contribu
tion.
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nearly constant with photon energy, a very large incre
occurs in the cross section of the combinedS1 andS2 satel-
lite near threshold, which is indicative of a conjugate exci
tion. Unfortunately, it is not possible to say from the expe
mental data in which of the two channels conjuga
enhancement occurs or, indeed, whether a new, acciden
degenerate conjugate satellite appears. Calculations w
help here. The density of points on the photon energy sca
rather low, so that the slight increase in intensity in theS3
and S4 curves between 20 and 30 eV above threshold m
not be significant. The 4su shape resonance is expected
these channels at approximately this energy.

VI. AUGER ELECTRON SPECTRA

‘‘Normal’’ Auger decay tends to obscure transitions fro
other, less strongly populated core-hole states such as t
generated by double excitations and shake-up transit
@32#. Indeed, in order to confirm the assignment of the re

FIG. 7. Resonant Auger spectrum of CO2 measured on the low
kinetic energy shoulder of the shape resonance at 554.2 eV c
pared to an Auger spectrum just below at 550.1 eV.
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nant structures seen in the absorption curve near thresh
we have also measured Auger spectra in the photon en
range 550 to 566 eV. In Fig. 7 a decay spectrum taken on th
shoulder at 554.2 eV is compared with an Auger spectr
obtained at 550.1 eV. The intensities of the Auger spe
have been scaled to the 4sg single hole valence line. Addi
tionally, a valence photoemission spectrum measured ahn
5532.2 eV, which is out of resonance, is shown. It has b
shifted on the kinetic energy scale to coincide with the 55
eV resonant Auger spectrum. The differences in struct
between the two Auger spectra are due to the decay of d
bly excited states and/or shake-up states occurring in the
taken at 554.2 eV. In particular, the changes on the hi
kinetic-energy tail of theB-1 Auger line~notation from@33#!
can be used to indicate the occurrence of multiple-hole in
states, as has been shown for N2 and C2H2 @19,34#. From the
photoelectron spectrum of Fig. 7 we note that direct vale
photoionization does not give rise to any significant intens
at kinetic energies below;512 eV. Furthermore, for the
C2H2 Auger decay spectra it has been observed that do
participator processes, where one excited electron fills
core hole and the other is ejected~leading to valence 1h final
states!, are very unlikely@34#.

To study this region more carefully we have measure
series of decay spectra in the rangehn5550–566 eV and
integrated the intensity of theB-1 Auger line within the
501–503 eV kinetic energy range,I B21 , as well as the in-
tensity in the range 504–506 eV just above,I DE . The open
and filled circles in Fig. 8 show the corresponding intens
ratios as a function of photon energy for the two sets of d
I DE has been set to zero at 550.7 eV on the assumptio
negligible multiple excitations at this photon energy. W
increasing photon energy the ratio increases strongly

FIG. 8. Ratio of the decay intensity for the double excitatio
and theB-1 Auger line as a function of photon energy. Stro
double excitations are apparent at about 554 eV.
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about 554 eV and then decreases at higher photon ene
Since only a few shake-up states can be excited at 554
the shoulder on the shape resonance is therefore most p
ably due to doubly excited states, thus confirming the c
clusions drawn from Fig. 4. These doubly excited states
cay predominantly via spectator transitions where one
both of the excited electrons are not involved in the reson
Auger decay process, leading to 2h1p or 3h2p final states,
respectively. For the C2H2 and CH4 molecules resonant de
cay spectra have been observed where in a similar way
or both of the excited electrons remain as spectators du
resonant Auger decay@34,35#. Another probable decay chan
nel of the double excited states in C2H2 , however, is auto-
ionization into the C 1s21 state, which can be explicitly
observed for the 1s211pu

211pg
2 states in the C 1s single-

hole photoionization cross section@12#.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the resonant structures in the p
toabsorption cross section of CO2 above the O 1s threshold.
Photon energy-dependent single hole O 1s cross sections
have been measured at high resolution. The line shape an
sis of the vibrational fine structure gives a lifetime broade
ing of 165610 meV and indicates that only one vibration
mode, the antisymmetric stretchn3 , is excited with a vibra-
tional energy of 30763 meV. Formally dipole forbidden, it
can only arise via vibronic coupling. The difference betwe
the O 1s single hole cross section and the photoabsorpt
curve at 554 eV, giving rise to a shoulder on the 4su* shape
resonance, is largely due to double excitations. Moreov
satellite thresholds and conjugate effects exaggerate
shape resonance in the absorption curve. We have also
sured decay spectra on the continuum resonances. The A
spectra show additional structure mainly at the photon
ergy of 554 eV, reinforcing the conclusion that strong dou
excitations make the most important contribution to th
shoulder. In contrast to the diatomics, CO and N2, strong
non-Franck-Condon effects appear to be absent in the re
of the shape resonance.
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